
Dream Planner 
 
A relaxed arrangement is a well prepared one, so I have compiled a step-by-step guide 
below. 
How to be prepare, how to inform me so I can best prepare and what is requested and 
expected during our Dream Date. 
 
Should you Allow Me? 
 
Leave the plans to me to fill the itinerary, all I require is the following 5 steps emailed or 
S.M.S to me.  
 

1. The dates you wish to escape with me (possible alternative options too). 
 

2. The times and location you will wish to meet with me to commence our dream date 
 

3. The style of experience (think by sea, snow, tropical getaway, city, restaurant, forest 
escape, winery, spa date)?  

 
4. And your budget? 

 
5. Your deposit, 20 % of the experience chosen (see the gratuities page to get a better 

idea of how I am to be remunerated for my gifts) 
 
The options are only limited by your budget and imagination. This option is my favourite as 
it helps with time management, I’m well organised in this department. I will keep you 
informed whilst you go along attending to your busy days. 
 
 

You Wish to Plan this For Us? 
 
I do enjoy a forward approach to all thing’s leisure, I’m equally happy to take a back seat 
and adore you and your planning, however just a few things to keep in mind. 
 

1. Please keep me informed as the above mentioned 1, 2 & 3 steps are required to 
allow me to be properly prepared (imagine I require to have my swimmers or snow 
gear packed, arrive on time, clear my schedule ahead of the dates). 
 

2. Sometimes we become creative with timing, we call this a bespoke experience the 
time or experience is not listed. Point 2 above allows us to equate the remuneration 
for my gift (of time shared), Informed ahead of time avoids confusion around 
deposits or balance of the remaining gratuities.  
 



3. Deposit of 20% for long bookings is requested on booking, this holds your date 
requests exclusive and allows me to black out my diary for you. 
This also shows me you are aware of the remainder gratuity to be offered once we 
meet for our dream date.  
This may seem obvious, just to clarify money discussions in person cheapens the 
fantasy. I request to avoid negotiation of money in person and remain intimate. 
Paying your deposit at the time of making the booking further shows you respect my 
time for planning to be with you too.  
 

Terms and Conditions 
 
The most relaxed affair is the one where we are both well informed of the terms and 
conditions to allow the optimal personality shine through. 
 

1. 5 hours unbroken sleep per night (this means rolling over and expecting naughties 
during the time of rest isn’t an option) 
 

2. 5 hours a day for me to use as I wish, exercise, make up, administration catch up, 
reading (this time does not include check in calls or planning arrangements on the go 
for us). 
 

3. Locations for meeting and adventures during our stay to be sent prior to events 
commencing to allow optimal planning pre-events (as much as I wish I were a 
wallflower I lead a busy life, time away requires a little planning on my part too). 
 

4. The gratuity is to be paid in entirety at the commencement of the dream date, any 
additional costs will remain the responsibility of the host (yourself) covered 
incidentals food, accommodation, transfers, tickets, etc. 
 

4. Lastly if this is all too confusing, please prompt me in writing to clarify remuneration 
total to remain intimate during our time together. 
I am a companion not a mathematician, I listed experiences to help me manage my 
time with less negotiations. If you decide to get creative with your time, please be 
mindful, it all equates to a fair exchange you lead time is appreciated. 
 

5. Last minute arrangements, changes and calculations are not nice to be expected to 
account for, please avoid this. If you do find this is something you cannot avoid, 
show me that you appreciate the additional time required by me by remunerating 
me in the form of a tip. 

 
Thank you for taking to time to read this P.D.F. thoroughly, you are appreciated and any 
further clarity on points above or planning will be best answered by email. 
Please forward all messages here; leahlux@protonmail.com 
 
Anticipating Multiple Pleasures Soon, 
Ms Leah Lux xxx 


